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K-Fuze CMS Customer Self Service
K-Fuze CMS provides comprehensive self-service customer care functionality, allowing
organizations to set up their entire customer care web portal to provide internal and external
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Self Service Features and Benefits
K-Fuze CMS is a unique cloud (or on-premise) based
Customer Management System (CMS), incorporating
CLOUD & PREMISE

website creation & management, customer relationship

BASED

management, ticket & incident management, and content

Quickly deploy your K-Fuze CMS

& knowledge management – all rolled up into one easy-

customer care solution in the

to-use customer care service solution. K-Fuze CMS is

cloud, orcloud or install on-

ideal for organizations looking for a turnkey customer

premise in your own data center.

care solution to satisfy all client interactions for contact
centers, customers, and users. K-Fuze CMS is designed
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for use by both SMB organizations and larger enterprise

Ridgehead Software is a veteran

companies.

software development company
specializing in all aspects of
customer care operations,

Features and Functions

including consulting,
development, integration,

K-Fuze CMS was designed from the ground up to allow companies to empower their customers to
support themselves and log service requests. Self-service functionality includes:

creation of desktop & mobile
applications, web portals, and
custom systems/applications.

•

Customers can consume public facing FAQs, glossary, multimedia and videos, files, manuals,
etc. Content can be limited to different audiences based upon their role.

•

Ridgehead provides competitive

Content can be rated, commented on, shared, and users can opt to follow content threads and
receive notifications of any updates or additional comments.

pricing using a combination of on

•

Rich searching with K-Fuze CMS allows users to easily search and find content.

and offshore development

•

Users can view news, alerts, and press releases.

resources.

•

K-Fuze CMS can be set up to allow customers to log and track any type of interaction, including:
feedback, technical support requests, customer care and billing enquiries, reporting of bugs,
helpdesk requests, incident management, processing or Return Merchandise Authorizations
(RMAs) - and much more…

•

K-Fuze CMS can automatically generate tickets based on emails received from customers and
has a robust email notification system.

In addition, the same system can be used by a company call center or helpdesk to accept voice,
email, and chat requests – with the option for customers to see these requests, too.
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